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Abstract 
This note presents a procedure of constructing a higher dimensional sphere map from a lower 
dimensional one and gives an explicit formula for smooth sphere map with a given degree. As an 
application a new proof of a generalized Poincare-Hopf theorem called Morse index formula is 
also presented. 
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1 Introduction 
The degree of (continuous) smooth map nn SSf →: is a well established topic appeared in 
many text books and a vast literature. Nonetheless, how to construct specific maps from nS to 
nS with given dimension and topological degree number seems seldom appear in the literature, 
although it is interesting and meaningful. In this note we present a procedure of constructing a 
higher dimensional sphere map from a lower dimensional one and give an explicit formula for 
sphere map with given degree number. Thus for each homotopic class of continuous map 
nn SSf →: we can have an explicit representative map. As an application, we give a new 
proof of the generalized Poincare-Hopf theorem on indices of continuous vector fields, which was 
obtained by Morse [2], and rediscovered by Pugh [4] and Gottlleb [1]. For convenience, this 
generalized theorem is called Morse index formula following Grottleb [1]. 
 
2 A fundamental lemma 
 
In this section we prove a lemma that is essential to our construction of higher dimensional 
sphere map by lower dimensional sphere map and important for the new proof the Morse index 
formula. 
Let )(xV be a continuous vector field defined on 1+⊂ nRU , where U is an open 
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neighborhood of 0=x . It is assumed that 0=x  is the only zero of )(xV  on U . As usual, 
one can define the index )0,(Vind of )(xV  at 0=x  to be the degree of the map 
nn
rV SSf →: : 
,
)(
)()(
xV
xVxfV =   nrSx∈  
where US nr ⊂ is a sphere centered at 0=x with radius r .  
Let }0:),,...,({ 1
1
110 =∈== +++ nnnnn xRxxxxR and suppose that the set nn RUU 0I=  is 
invariant for )(xV , i.e., )(xV is tangent to nU  at every point nUx∈ , which is equivalent to 
0)(1 =+ xVn for every nUx∈ when )(xV is of the form  
))(),(),...,(()( 11 xVxVxVxV nn +=  
It is apparent that nUVV = , the restriction of )(xV  to nU ,  is a tangent vector field on 
nU , which also induces a lower dimensional sphere map   
nnnn
rV RSSSf 0
11: I=→ −−  
,
)(
)()(
xV
xVxfV =   nnrnr USSx I=∈ −1 . 
The index )0,(Vind of )(xV is defined to be the degree of the above map.  
Now we have the following observations.  
Lemma 2.1 Let )(xV be a continuous vector field defined on 1+⊂ nRU . Suppose that  
)(xV is tangent to nU , Then  
(i) )0,(Vind = )0,(Vind− ,  if 0)(11 <++ xVx nn for 01 ≠+nx  
(ii) )0,(Vind = )0,(Vind ,   if 0)(11 >++ xVx nn for 01 ≠+nx  
Proof  First we consider the case (i). Let  
)),(),...,(()( 11 +−= nn xxVxVxW ,  Ux∈  
Without loss of generality we can assume that the first n components )(),...,(1 xVxV n  are 
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smooth (or one can smooth them), so that Vf is smooth.  
First we show that  
                    )0,(Vind = )0,(Wind . 
To see this, construct a homotopy 
                
nn
r SStxH n →× ]1,0[:),(  
tWVt
tWVttxH +−
+−=
)1(
)1(),(  
From the identity 
 tWVt +− )1( = ))()1(),(),...,(( 111 xVxtxVxV nnn ++ +−−  
it is easy to see that this homotopy makes sense as long as r is sufficiently small. 
To see what the index )0,(Wind is, let us consider the degree of nnrW SSf →: .  
      ,
)(
)()(
xW
xWxfW =   nrSx∈  
Since nU is also invariant for )(xW , one has 
 
nnnn
rW RSSSf 0
11: I=→ −−  
,
)(
)()(
xW
xWxfW =   nnrnr USSx I=∈ −1 . 
where )(xW is the restriction of )(xW  to nU , it is just nUVV = . Therefore  
Wf = Vf . 
Let 
nnn RSSp 0
1 I=∈ −  be a regular value of Vf , then by definition  
         ∑
−∈
=
)(1
)(sgn),deg(
pfy
VV
V
yfDpf  
where )(sgn yfD V = sign of ))((det(
1 yfD ppVy p ϕϕφ −oo , and ),( yy Uφ  is a chart around 
1−∈ nrSx  while ),( pp Uϕ is a chart around 1−∈ nSp . 
For each )(1 pfy V
−∈ , let  
                nrSyy ∈= )0,(  and nSpp ∈)0,(  
Then it is easy to extend the chart ),( yy Uφ  to a chart ))1,1(,( −×yy Uφ  and ),( pp Uϕ to 
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))1,1(,( −×pp Uϕ with yyy U φφ =× }0{(  and ppp U ϕϕ =× }0{( . 
Now  
))(()( 1 yfDyDf ppWyW ϕϕφ −= oo  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−=
−
10
0))((1 yfD ppVy p ϕϕφ oo  
Keeping in mind that )(xW is tangent to nU  we have 
)()( 11 pfpf VW
−− = . 
Therefore  
∑
−∈
=
)(1
)(sgn),deg(
pfy
WW
W
yDfpf  
),deg()(sgn
)(1
pfyfD V
pfy
V
V
−=−= ∑
−∈
 
Consequently )0,(Vind = )0,(Wind = )0,(Vind− , thus we prove the first case. 
For case (ii), we can in the same manner define a new vector field 
)),(),...,(()( 11 += nn xxVxVxW ,  Ux∈  
to show the identity 
      
∑
−∈
=
)(1
)(sgn),deg(
pfy
WW
W
yDfpf  
),deg()(sgn
)(1
pfyfD V
pfy
V
V
== ∑
−∈
▋ 
By virtue of Lemma 2.1 it is easy to propose a procedure of constructing an explicit smooth 
map from −n dimensional sphere to itself with a given topological degree, as shown in the next 
section.. 
 
3 Constructing −m degree  sphere maps 
The purpose of this section is to present an explicit smooth map from nS to nS  with given 
topological degree. First we consider the construction of −m degree smooth map from 1S to 
1S .  
For an integer 0≥m ,  let 
m
m ixxxxP )Re(),( 2121 += ,    mm ixxxxQ )Im(),( 2121 +=  
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Consider the planar vector field 
)),(),,((),( 212121 xxQxxPxxV mmm = , 
which has the origin as its only zero. With this vector field define the following map 
                       111 : SS
m →α  
),(
),(
21
21
1 xxV
xxV
m
mm =α ,   2121 ),( RSxx ⊂∈ . 
It is easy to prove the following fact 
Lemma 3.1 The map 111 : SS
m →α is smooth and of −m degree. 
Now consider the vector field )(xVm defined on 
1+nR : 
 )),(),,(,,...,()( 1111 ++−= nnmnnmnm xxQxxPxxxV , 1111 ),,,...,( ++− ∈= nnnn Rxxxxx  
and define the map nnmn SS →:α : 
)(
)(
xV
xV
m
mm
n =α ,   1111 ),,,...,( ++− ⊂∈= nnnnn RSxxxxx . 
We have the following statement 
Proposition 3.1 Every continuous map nn SSf →: with degree 0≥m  is homotoppic to 
nnm
n SS →:α . 
Now consider the following vector field )(xV m−  defined on 
1+nR  
)),(),,(,,...,()( 1111 ++−− −= nnmnnmnm xxQxxPxxxV , 1111 ),,,...,( ++− ∈= nnnn Rxxxxx  
and define the map nnmn SS →:α : 
)(
)(
xV
xV
m
mm
n
−
−− =α ,   1111 ),,,...,( ++− ⊂∈= nnnnn RSxxxxx  
We have the following statement 
Proposition 3.2 Every continuous map nn SSf →: with degree 0≤−m  is homotoppic to 
nnm
n SS →− :α . 
Keeping in mind the Lemma 3.1 and the Hopf theorem.[2], the above two propositions can be 
easily proved by induction.  
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4 A new proof of the Morse index formula 
Let M be a compact smooth manifold with or without boundary M∂ , and let )(xV be a 
continuous vector field on M  with only isolated zeros. If M∂ is nonempty then )(xV  is 
assumed point outward at points of M∂ . Under these assumptions there holds the classical 
Poincare-Hopf index theorem, i.e., the index sum of the zeros of )(xV  equals to the Eular 
characteristic of the manifoldM . 
M. Morse [2] gave a more general index formula of a vector field )(xV on M  with nonempty 
boundary M∂ under a generic condition.  
Suppose that )(xV is a vector field on M  with zeros in MM ∂− , and all the zeros are 
isolated. Let M−∂ be the component of M∂ where )(xV points inward, and )(xV−∂ be the 
tangential component of )(xV to M∂ when restricted to M−∂ .  The vector field )(xV−∂  is 
assumed have only isolated zeros (if any) in M−∂ .  
Denote by )(VInd  the index sum of zeros of )(xV onM  and )( VInd −∂  the index sum 
of zeros of )(xV−∂ on M−∂ , then under the above assumptions, the so called Morse index 
formula can be stated as follows [1]. 
)()()( MVIndVInd χ=∂+ −  
 
In this section we present a new proof based on the lemma given in Section 2. This new proof 
seems more understandable and is more general in the sense that it does not needs the assumption 
that zeros are non-degenerate, which is essential to the arguments by Pugh [4]. 
 
Proof of the Morse index formula  
 Since )(xV  has no zero on M∂ , there is collar neighborhood M⊂α  of M∂  in which 
)(xV  has no zero. Also there is a diffeomorphism  
                )1,0[: ×∂→ Mαφ   
in view of the collar theorem. 
Now V∗φ  can be written as  
                  ),( vt VVV =∗φ   
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Where tV  is tangent to M∂  when restricted to M∂ , and 0)( >yVv or 0)( <yVv  for 
)1,0[),( ×∂∈= Msyy  
Consider a ∞C function  
 ]1,0[)1,0[: →h  
satisfying  
0)0( =h , 0)( >sh , ],0( 21∈s , 1)( =sh , )1,[ 21∈s . 
By means of this function one can construct a new vector field on M as follows 
)()(~ xVxV = ,  cUMx −∈∀  
))()(,()(~ 1 xVshVxV vt
−
∗= φ  , ),(1 syx −= φ  
Clearly V~ is smooth and is tangent to M∂ at points in M∂ . In addition, V~  has the same 
isolated zeros as V . 
     Now using the routing technique as did in the literature, we double the manifold M  and 
the corresponding vector field V~ , yielding  
cMMM U= ， cVVV ~~ ∪=  
where cM  is the copy of M and cV
~
 is the copy of V~  on cM . In addition 
cMMM I=∂ , and V  is tangent to M∂ . 
 Now the collar embedding )1,0[: ×∂→ MUcφ  yields  
)1,1(: −×∂→ MUφ , cU αα ∪= , cα  is the copy of α  
Since by assumption MV ∂  has isolated zeros (if any) as a vector field on M∂ , these isolated 
zeros are also isolated zeros of V  on M . Because the index of an isolated zero is a local 
property, it is convenient to consider V ( in fact )V∗φ  with only zero located at the )0,0(  of 
)1,1(1 −×−nU , where 11 −− ⊂ nn RU  is an open neighborhood of the origin.  
Let )1,1(),( 1 −×∈= −nUsyy , then )V∗φ can be  written as 
{
{⎩⎨
⎧
≤−−−
≥=∗ 0)),,(),,(
0)),(),,(
)(
ssyVsyV
ssyVsyV
yV
vt
vtφ  
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with 0))0,( =yVv . 
By lemma 2.1, it is easy to see that 
)0,()0,( 1−∗∗ = nUVindVind φφ  if 0),( >sysVv  for 0≠s , 
and 
)0,()0,( 1−∗∗ −= nUVindVind φφ  if 0),( <sysVv  for 0≠s  
Therefore  
      ),(),( pMVindpVind ∂=  if Mp +∂∈  
and  
),(),( pMVindpVind ∂−=  if Mp −∂∈  
where M+∂ is the component of M∂ where )(xV points outward. It follows from the well 
known Poincare-Hopf theorem that  
)()(2)(
),(),~(),~(
MMM
pVindpVindpVindVInd
MpMp
c
Mp c
∂−==
++= ∑∑∑
∂∈∈∈
χχχ
 
Since 
∑∑∑
−+ ∂∈∂∈∂∈
∂+∂−=
MpMpMp
pMVindpMVindpVind ),(),(),(  
and  
 ),(),~( pVindpVind = . 
One has 
∑∑
∑∑
+−
−
∂∈∂∈
∂∈∈
∂+∂−
∂+=
MpMp
MpMp
pMVindpMVind
pMVindpVindVInd
),(),((
),(2),(2
 
Note that VMV −− ∂=∂  and  
)(),(),(),( MpMVindpMVindpMVind
MpMpMp
∂=∂=∂+∂ ∑∑∑
∂∈∂∈∂∈ +−
χ  
Therefore  
               
)()(2
)(),(2),(2
MMVInd
MpMVindpVind
MpMp
∂−==
∂−∂+ ∑∑
−∂∈∈
χχ
χ
 
It follows that  
 9
     )(),(),( MpMVindpVind
MpMp
χ=∂+ ∑∑
−∂∈∈
 
That is  
)()()( MVIndVInd χ=∂+ −    
This completes the proof of Morse index lemma.▋ 
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